
SAVE THE DATE October 9-11, 2015 
Loews Hotel—Rosemont, Illinois  5 minutes from O’Hare 

www.iafp.com/fmm 

Find Your Family Medicine      
Future at FM Midwest:  

 Clinical workshops 

 Inspiring Plenaries and breakouts for 
faculty, resident and student attendees 

 Residency Fair with Career Connections 
and Fellowship Opportunities 

 Family Medicine Fun! 

 Abstract submissions now open until late 
May! 

Theme for 2015 

Celebrating Diversity:   
Our Patients, Our Communities 

and Ourselves! 
 

No other specialty can celebrate the vast 
diversity of settings, patients, opportunities 

and relationships of family medicine. 
 

Scholarships available for students enrolled 
in  Midwest medical schools.   

 



Get Involved with the 2015 Family Medicine Midwest Conference: 
October 9-11, 2015 at the Lowes Chicago O'Hare 5300 N River Road Rosemont, IL 

A newly renovated hotel in the revitalized entertainment district just 5 minutes from O’Hare airport and easily accessible from I-294 and 
I-90, as well as by Metra and Blue Line trains.   The location provides convenience, along with fun activities and great food just steps 
away, this location provides the places to foster relationships outside the conference schedule of events.  
www.iafp.com/fmm for details and updated information 

For residency programs:  Exhibit in the residency fair on Saturday, October 10.  Encourage your residents and faculty to submit 
abstracts, and then set aside the time and funding for personnel from your program to attend!  Exhibit space is limited and has sold out 
every year, with 45 residency program exhibitors in 2014.  With an estimated 200 student attendees from the region, this is a prime 
opportunity for meaningful discussions with prospects. Each booth includes two free attendee registrations, so programs can even 
consider sharing a booth with an affiliated site.  After the exhibit hall, continue the conversations with students throughout the 
conference weekend.  Contact Ginnie Flynn at gflynn@iafp.com or 630-427-8004 for information.  

Sponsorship opportunities:  Corporations and employers enjoy unique options to interact with the best and brightest at every stage 
of their careers.  Meet the most dedicated and innovative family medicine professionals in the region who have built the Family 
Medicine Midwest brand over the past three years and continue to make it their priority event for the fall.  Contact Desma Rozovics at 
drozovics@iafp.com for information.   

For Attendees 

Submit an Abstract:  Beginning in late March, Family Medicine Midwest will accept abstracts for workshops, lectures, and panel 
presentations.  Showcase your research and poster presentations.   Practicing physicians, residents and students are encouraged to 
submit and are accepted as presenters.  Application instructions and the online submission process will be posted at 
www.iafp.com/fmm.  

From the preconference collaborative workshops to the closing education, physicians at every stage of their careers will 
benefit from Family Medicine Midwest 
-Practicing physicians: Showcase your practice setting and share your experiences with the next generation 
-Faculty physicians:  Share and learn best practices and showcase your program 
** CME Credit is provided for all education sessions using a simple, online platform to complete and submit your CME credit! 
-Residents:  Gain valuable presentation experience and build your CV, broaden your knowledge base with new topics or focus on your 
passion.  Visit with potential employers and find your future practice setting or fellowship opportunity.  Be the face and voice of your 
program to attract your future resident colleagues! 
-Students:  Experience the joy, diversity, value and impact of family medicine.  Gain hand-on experience with clinical procedures.  
Learn about the opportunities and challenges of caring for patients of all types in all places, in a changing environment.  Dispel myths, 
get answers and have FUN!  Visit with dozens of Midwestern family medicine residency programs under one roof to explore big city, 
small town, suburban, winter weather, summer weather and all that Midwest Family Medicine can offer!  Find a residency program, find 
a mentor, find a friend!  Find your Family Medicine! 

Quotable quotes from 2014 conference attendees: 
FMMC provides the lightning bolt that catalyzes ideas and relationships! 

This was truly invigorating!  I am so pumped to continue my medical education, get onto wards, 
and pursue family medicine! 

…a great amalgamation of educational sessions and presentations, residency and fellowship fairs. It was a great experience!
(Prashant Morolla, MD, PGY‐3, Minot, ND) 

Energizing and uplifting, there’s a lot of good stuff happening! 
I gained knowledge about the field of family medicine and was greatly inspired by the amazing 

physician teachers and leaders in this community! 
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